Dear Friends,
Another year of full activities at the Institute.
Another year to come and ask for your support.
Let’s start with our work first.
We have continued – with success – some of our old activities but added some new work too.

A NEW BOOK
After several years of work you will now find published our book “Childhood Illnesses and
Immunizations”. Judging by fist responses, we can be proud of this effort.

The intent of this book is rather far ranging. It is, first of all, a comprehensive exposition of the
concerns named in the title from an anthroposophical viewpoint. As a “bonus” one will find all
the Rudolf Steiner passages that we could find relating to the topic. At any rate we believe it is
the most comprehensive collection of such quotes available. (If you find any that are not listed
we would appreciate you letting us know and we will gratefully include it in the next edition )
We offer a lot of practical advice in the book on dealing with both situations: when giving
immunizations and when avoiding them. Actually, when taken to heart, the book is also a
primer on the practice of anthroposophic medicine.
The most important aspect, however, is that we point out in a very comprehensive, and
hopefully persuasive, manner the importance of a spiritually oriented (ideally Waldorf)
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education which should be given to any child in order to overcome the negative influence of
the immunizations. (Keep in mind that under the current culture and laws, sooner or later most
children and young adults will be immunized!)
Please let your friends know about this publication.
To purchase a copy of the book, click here
Note: profits from the sale of this book go in their entirety to benefit the research at the LKI.

The Kolisko Validation Research
As most of you know, for many years we have conducted research to demonstrate the effect of
potentized substances on the life forces in wheat seeds. We have been able to show, in study
after study that even in ultra- high dilutions where there is not a single molecule of the actual
physical substance left, there is a demonstrable, statistically significant effect evident.
Moreover, we have seen again and again that anthroposophically prepared formulas are more
enlivening on the growth forces (the etheric forces) than the usual commercially prepared
products. Here you see one example of our work. As you know, ginger is widely recommended
as an anti-inflammatory substance. As such, one would expect it not to stimulate but rather to
inhibit the growth of the seeds, to inhibit the “life forces”. You see below a graph
demonstrating that our ginger formula is stronger at inhibiting these growth forces than a
comparable commercially available product. (Results hopefully to be published soon.)

Wouldn’t it be great if more of these experiments could be done to show increasingly the
superiority of anthroposophical remedies and to establish anthroposophical research as a
credible effort??
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Educational Endeavors
We are continuing our efforts in multiple directions.
One of us (Andrea Rentea MD) is mentoring several colleagues in increasing their proficiency in
anthroposophical medicine.
Recently we have finished a very successful three- day conference on the Foundation Stone and
its Rhythms, a conference-workshop with lectures, eurythmy and art displays; eurythmy,
speech and violin performances in the evening; and lots of discussion groups with productive
deepening of the topic. All the participants – who came from all corners of the U.S.- were
impressed by the originality of the ideas and the welcoming camaraderie, All left with strong,
positive impulses for the future. As you can see in the photo at the end of this letter, we were
rewarded at the end with a powerful rainbow.
Thank you to all who helped to make this a success!
Incidentally, the success of the conference gives us the courage to try sharing this event
through webinars in December. We will announce them soon.
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A Crisis Situation
Dear Friends, unfortunately the financial situation is getting worse.
That we are able to continue operating at all is due to the fact that we have made drastic cuts in
our overhead –for example no salary at all for the principals at both related institutions (True
Botanica and the Institute) as well as thanks to the generous donations that have come in the
past year from you, our friends. Thank you again!! But we need your help one more time.
How can you support? Here are some suggestions – and we are open to more ways:






Make a generous, tax- deductible donation, to the Institute.
The most important gesture would be for everybody who reads this appeal to send in a
minimum $1 contribution! It would be important for us to show a high level of
participation.
For those who can, may we suggest as a guide the donation of one day of your income.
(Maybe some could do even more?!)
To all who can contribute at the level of $300 or above we would like to express our
appreciation through sending you a free copy of our recent book.
Increase your purchase of the TB products. If everybody who reads this appeal would
buy, on a more regular basis, the TB salt, pepper, coffee, hand and body cream,
multivitamin and minerals, the new supplement for winter health, and more, we would
be greatly helped at the Institute.
Of course a great help would also be simply purchasing our new book, letting your
friends know about the TB products or maybe steering your place of work to make a
matching contribution towards our non-profit Institute.

Thank You All
Ross Rentea MD, Mark Kamsler MD,
Andrea Rentea MD
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